
Monoline Plan MLM Software

Monoline MLM Plan, which is also called as Straight line plan or Linear plan, is normally a single-

line structure with only one leg with unlimited depth. However, Hybrid MLM software can design

different lines for particular products. In this plan, the new members joining after the first level get

spillover to the next levels. This is the most simple and popular compensation plan in the network

marketing industry as it is very easy to understand for anyone.

How Does the Monoline Plan Work?

The Monoline MLM Plan contains only one leg for every new recruit. When a member is recruited,

he/she immediately falls under a sponsor in a single line and the chain continues to grow. At a

certain point, the user is able to re-enter the chain again and the cycle continues on and on.

The Monoline MLM Plan is closely related to the forced Matrix Plan. Just that the forced Matrix

plan requires a particular slot number to be filled up while in the Monoline, there are earnings once

a recruit or new member joins the network. However, the first member who gets into the network

gains more benefit as he gets to re-enter the network again, thereby providing the user with a

steady income.
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Compensations in Monoline MLM Software

1. Referral Bonus

The referral bonus otherwise known as the sponsor bonus is earned when a new member

enters the network. It is a motivation for existing users to recruit continuously.

2. Rejoin Bonus

This kind of bonus is a particulate feature of a Single Line MLM Plan. it is earned when a user

gets free entry back into the network. The rejoin bonus is also called the re-entry bonus and so,

the user will gain as many as he/she can every time the user re-enters the network.
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3. Matching Bonus

The matching bonus is earned by the sponsor every time a user earns a rejoin or referral

bonus.

Advantages of Monoline Plan

Monoline MLM plan is very easy for members to understand and operate because of its simple

straight line structure.

Members who join first and are at the top get more benefits and as a result, encourages more

members to join fast.

This plan lets the sponsors have several distributors below them and the distributors further

have several members below them and it goes on like that with unlimited depth. This makes

great income opportunities in this plan.

Members can start earning right after they join the company and the income will be always

increasing as the number of members grow.

As there will be no sales targets or deadlines, members can enjoy business freedom while

having a steady income.

Everyone in the network gets benefits as the company grows.
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Why Hybrid MLM for Monoline MLM plan ?

HybridMLM's Monoline Plan MLM Software provides an internet-based workstation for the

monitoring of income and expenditure of customers by business administrations who are involved

in the Multi-Level Marketing. We offer latest features which are easy to understand and promote

product sales and market growth of your company at all levels. Moreover, we offer complete

customisation options for your Monoline compensation plan as per the requirements of your MLM

company.
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